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____________________________________________________________________
The purpose of this thesis was to learn how to improve Pirjon Pakari Oy’s brand
visibility and overall visibility on Facebook. This was done by trying to add value to
the end customer by producing interesting and engaging posts to Pirjon Pakari Oy’s
Facebook page. This case study utilized theory from content marketing in attempts to
improve the marketing of “Pirjon” Facebook page and therefore a Facebook content
marketing strategy was created for Pirjon Pakari Oy. This strategy was implemented
for 8 weeks and the results were analyzed from the data gathered from the Facebook
Insights analytics tool. The data that was gathered from the Insights tool was page
likes, reach, engagement and engagement rate. These results from the 8 weeks project
were then compared with the averages from 8 previous posts posted on the Pirjon
Facebook page before this project, to determine, if there was an increase in these
numbers. Because the results were very positive, it can be concluded that this
Facebook content marketing strategy that was created for Pirjon Pakari Oy was
successful.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to learn how to develop Pirjon Pakari Oy’s presence in
Facebook and increase their brand visibility online in Facebook by utilizing content
marketing. In this thesis, first will be a quick introduction to Pirjon Pakari Oy as a
company. Then there will be given reasons as to why should a company use social
media as a marketing tool and also why Facebook would be the most effective social
media channel to use in this case. Goals will be set for this project, that are S.M.A.R.T
and they will be evaluated. Next content marketing is explained, what it is and how to
utilize it in this case. Then there will be a review of the current social media situation
of Pirjon Pakari Oy e.g. what channels are they using, what have they been doing with
social media and how to improve? Then the Facebook content marketing strategy for
Pirjon Pakari Oy is created. It will contain different themes of what to post and an
editorial schedule for the strategy. The strategy will be implemented and this project
will last for 8 weeks. After it, quantitative data gathered from the Facebook Insights
analytics tool will be analyzed and the successfulness of this project will be evaluated.

1.2 Introducing Pirjon Pakari Oy
Pirjon Pakari Oy is a Finnish bakery, which was established in 1985. The company is
a SME and it employs more than 40 employees. Their bakeries are located in
Honkajoki and since 2014, also in Lievestuore, which is near the city of Jyväskylä.
Pirjon Pakari Oy bakes bread and baked goods under the brand name Pirjon. The
“Pirjon” products are wheat based bakery products. Pirjon Pakari Oy also makes gluten
free products under the brand name “Maistikas”, which is their gluten-free brand.
Recently, in the year of 2013, Pirjon Pakari Oy rebranded their whole visual look, because of the restructuration and division of the company. Their
new brand message now is still traditional, but
more modern. Their slogan translates from
Finnish to English as “Best Traditional”.
Picture 1. Pirjon logo with the slogan “Best Traditional”

SOCIAL MEDIA

2.1 Why use social media in marketing?
In the 21st century, social media has risen to be one of the most prevalent marketing
channels there is. But many companies struggle to use it effectively.
It’s not enough anymore that a company has their own page in various social media
platforms, because almost everyone has them nowadays. It is about how the company
can utilize those platforms in a way that creates added value for their customers,
because that’s how to get the audience’s attention in today’s information overloaded
world. That’s also where content marketing comes in. Content marketing is a rather
new subject in the online marketing world, but it is the next big trend and if you are
doing digital marketing or social media marketing in 2015 you should know how to
use it to your advantage. There will be more about content marketing in chapter 3.

Hakola & Hiila state that the era of social media was from 2006 to 2010 and after the
year 2010 started the era of content marketing. (Hakola & Hiila 2012, 21) So that
would mean that social media marketing as we know it is already old news. But that
doesn’t meant that social media should not be utilized, just the way marketers utilize
it has changed. There are still many opportunities in social media, but they have been
taken over by a new theory called content marketing. That is why nowadays companies
social media strategy should be based on content marketing theory and not social
media marketing.

2.2 Why use Facebook in marketing?
There are many different social media channels out there. Because this case is targeting
a Finnish audience, we want to know what social media channels do Finnish people
use the most. Taloustutkimus investigated, at the request of Yle Uutiset, the use of
Social Media in Finland. This survey is quoted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Social Media usage in Finland 2015 (Taloustutkimus: Ylen somekysely
2015)

More than half of the survey respondents use Facebook. Facebook is still the most
popular social media site there is, with a little over 1.4 billion active users in 2015 all
over the world (Statista, 2015) and 2 million daily users in Finland, of which 1.6
million are mobile users (Kärkkäinen 2015). It is the most used social media platform
in Finland to date. That is why this case study is focusing on marketing Pirjon on
Facebook, because that’s where the Finnish social media users are.

2.3 Why not use other social media channels in this case?
As Figure 1. shows, the biggest social media channels in Finland currently used for
marketing purposes, are Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. But in Finland, Twitter and
Instagram don’t have such big audiences yet. Twitter with 10% and Instagram with
16%, aren’t the channels to focus on, if you want the biggest audience for your
message. Instagram could be the next channel for Pirjon Pakari Oy to expand on in the
future, but in this case it was decided to focus on just one channel for now to get a
deeper understanding of how to make the best use of it.

CONTENT MARKETING

3.1 What is content marketing?
In the Content Marketing Institute website, content marketing is described as follows:
“Content marketing is a marketing technique of creating and distributing valuable,
relevant and consistent content to attract and acquire a clearly defined audience – with
the objective of driving profitable customer action.“ (Website of Content Marketing
Institute 2015)

Content marketing is still a fairly new concept in the marketing world. This idea of
content marketing started in the USA around the year 2009, because large
organizations had a growing need to manage, develop and produce content to

customers spending time online. The traditional out-bound marketing was not enough
anymore in this new growing world of online marketing and after the rapid rise of
social media it was clear that we needed to come up with something new.

Nowadays marketers should forget about the one-way outbound-marketing, only
broadcasting their marketing message out into the world, and switch over to inboundmarketing that is producing appealing content, that will attract the customers to the
business. In the current internet era, the number of messages is endless and media
consumption is an active search and consumption for information. An effective
message is one that the audience wants and decides to see. The traditional logic of
interruption no longer works, because audiences are targeted in an environment that
they themselves control and where countless amounts of businesses are trying to reach
them. In the era of content, companies will need to understand that in order to get its
target audiences time and attention, they have to provide the public with something
that is in direct proportion to their time spent. (Hakola & Hiila. 2012)

3.2 Creating a content strategy
Pirjon Pakari Oy wanted to improve their social media status and gain more visibility
online. They had already created a Pirjon Facebook page in 2013 and gained 309 likes
on their page in that time. The administration of their Facebook page has been
outsourced to an advertising agency. Before, they really didn’t have a clear plan what
they were doing with social media or what they wanted to gain out of it. They needed
a plan, to make it clear what they wanted to achieve and what they had to do to achieve
it.

Before creating a content marketing strategy, we need to gather information about the
company and its stakeholders to make informed decisions about how to proceed with
the strategy. What Pirjon Pakari Oy is actually currently doing on social media has to
be analyzed and to decide what to do to improve. (Chapter 4) Also a clear goal has to
be created of what the company wants to achieve with this strategy. (Chapter 5). There
should be a clearly defined target market and based on that, different content themes

created of what interests most the company’s targeted customers. After that the
Facebook content marketing strategy for Pirjon Pakari Oy can be created and
implemented and then its effectiveness can be measured. (Chapter 7)

AUDITING THE CURRENT SOCIAL MEDIA STATUS OF PIRJON

The only social media site that Pirjon Pakari Oy currently has is a Facebook page.
They have joined Facebook on May 2013 and since then have been posting quite
irregularly. Their post reach was between 83 to 239 people per post and the
engagement varied from 2 people per post to 29. Currently the page has been managed
by an advertising agency they have outsourced this task to. Their last posting on the
Pirjon Facebook page, in the beginning of this project, was made in October 2014. The
page is outdated and has some out of date information. That is why the first thing to
do is a content inventory and a ROT-analysis to identify all of the irrelevant content
from Pirjon Pakari Oy’s Facebook page.

4.1 Content inventory
Whenever doing a web redesign, a content inventory is a good thing to start from.
Usually it is used to help keep track of a company’s website functionality, but here it
is used to improve Pirjon Pakari Oy’s (ltd.) Facebook page. When doing a content
inventory, an excel-file should be done, where everything that is on your site is listed.
That way there will be a clear understanding of everything that the page really
contains. This content inventory excel-file can be used to your advantage in the next
stage, the ROT-analysis.

4.2 ROT-analysis
A ROT-analysis means to first identify and then get rid of any information that is
redundant, outdated or trivial. (ROT) Using the content inventory that was made
before, you can show a percentage of how many of the Facebook posts need to be
deleted, because they are redundant, outdated, or trivial.

Current relevance of posts on Pirjon Facebook page
16.6.2015
13 %

87 %

Relevant posts, on brand.

Irrelevant posts, should be removed

Figure 2. Current relevance of posts on Pirjon Facebook page 16.6.2015.
In Figure 2 you can see that 13 % of the Facebooks posts on Pirjon’s page where
irrelevant and outdated and had to be removed. If you want your page to be as clear
and on brand as it can be, the number should always be 0 %.

4.3 Improving your social media profile
Whenever improving a social media profile, it is important to ask at least these
questions; is the profile filled out properly and thoroughly? Is the profile on brand?
Would a new visitor follow me after seeing this page?

Picture 2. The front page of Pirjon’s Facebook page.
The Pirjon Facebook page, as you can see from Picture 2, is on brand. The visual world
in the profile picture and cover photo is the same as on their website and in all of their
marketing materials (compare with Picture 3. the front page of Pirjon website).

Picture 3. The front page of Pirjon webpage.
The established page visuals are very good, but still the page isn’t getting the
engagement that they have hoped for. Next step would be to change the posting style

significantly. Their Facebook posts need to have more value for the customers. And
the posts should be more regular and on a timetable, so that there isn’t too much time
between posts (the last post on the Pirjon page, before starting this case study, was
from October 2014).

SETTING GOALS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

5.1 Setting the goal
Firstly, when planning your content strategy, you have to set the goals you want to
achieve. A Finnish creative advertising agency called Kubo Oy conducted a survey
about what are the most common objectives is using content marketing in Finnish
companies (Figure.3).

The objectives in using content marketing
Achieving thought leadership
Obtaining and maintaining market leadership
Increasing traffic on your own website
Increasing customer satisfaction
Aquiring new customers
Increasing sales

47%
53%
66%
68%
70%
71%

Engaging current customers

73%

Increasing brand awareness

73%

Figure 3. Survey of the objectives in using content marketing (Sisältömarkkinoinnin
trendit Suomessa 2015)
From Figure 3 you can see that increasing brand awareness and engaging current
customers were the most common objectives. Also increasing sales and acquiring new

customers are at the top of the list. The increase in sales is the hardest to measure,
because of the many variables that can affect sales, so this case will focus on the other
three. The main goals of this Pirjon Pakari Oy’s Facebook marketing case study will
be to learn how to improve their brand awareness/visibility and overall visibility
online. We want to engage their current and new customers with great content. We
will try to do this by adding value to the end customer by producing interesting and
engaging posts to Pirjon Pakari Oy’s Facebook page.

This project implementing the Facebook content marketing strategy for Pirjon Pakari
Oy will last 8 weeks and the successfulness of this project will be evaluated during
and after that 8 weeks. The progress will be analyzed using Facebooks own Insights
data analytics tool. (More about Facebook Insights in chapter 6)

The goal in these eight weeks will be to increase the number of Pirjon Facebook page
likes, to increase engagement on the Facebook posts and to ultimately increase the
organic reach of each of the posts and therefore the visibility of the Pirjon brand.

5.2 Evaluating the goal
The S.M.A.R.T. criteria is commonly attributed to Peter Drucker's management by
objectives concept. It was first introduced in his book “The Practice of Managemet”
in 1954. What it means is that a goal should be analyzed by these different attributes;
is it Specific? Is it Measurable? Is it Achievable? Is it Relevant? And is it Time-bound?
This concept will be applied now to this case study.

Specific: The goal is to increase brand awareness and overall visibility on Facebook
by engaging current and new customers with great content. A realistic goal could be
10 new likes for the Facebook page per week, 50% increase in the engagement and
75% increase in the reach of each post.

Measurable: The measurement of this goal will be using qualitative data, by means of
the Facebook Insights tool. We will measure how much has the overall likes on Pirjon

Facebook page increased, has the engagement risen and was there any effects on the
organic reach.

Achievable: This goal is achievable for this timeframe. All of these measured qualities
can increase to some extent, but given the time limitation, there would maybe be better
results, if this was an ongoing strategy, rather than a time-limited project.

Relevant: The relevance of this case study is appropriate for these times and for this
case company. The case company wants to expand their online presence in social
media and content marketing is the most relevant theory in the social marketing scene
today.

Time-bound: The time for this project will be 8 weeks and there will be 8 postings,
one every week. The goal will be measured during and after these 8 weeks. The goal
is time-bound.

USING ANALYTICS TO TRACK PROGRESS

6.1 What is Analytics?
Analytics belong to the field of data analysis. When using analytics you are usually
studying past data to research potential trends, to evaluate the performance of a given
tool or scenario, or to analyze the effects of certain decisions or events. With analytics,
you can gain valuable knowledge which can be used to make improvements or changes
to your business. The goal is always to acquire new knowledge of the field you are
researching. With this project, we want to analyze, with the help of Facebooks own
analytics tool, Facebook Insights, how has the visibility of Pirjon Facebook page
changed and have the customers been engaged with the content.

6.2 Facebook Insights
Facebook has its own analytics tool, where you can track your Facebook posts
progress. They show analytics on many different things like: page likes, post reach,
engagement, visits, your fan base demographic etc. It is a very helpful tool for
businesses, because you don’t have to do the calculations yourself, but they are ready
made for you in this simple form where you can quickly check how your Facebook
page is doing.

6.2.1 Likes
Usually, companies make the mistake when measuring their social media progress, to
put too much emphasis on page likes and likes in general. All of the people who click
the Like button on your company’s Facebook page and agree to receive updates from
the page in their News Feed won’t see all of your updates, since Facebook’s algorithms
decide on what is the most desired content to see per user. (Gingerich 2015). But, if
the content of your Facebook posts is entertaining enough to drive engagement in
them, the fans will be more likely to see your company’s content on their News Feed.
A “like” on your Facebook page is just the beginning of the interaction.

6.2.2 Engagement
If a Like is considered a passive acknowledgement of your company’s Facebook
page’s existence, engagement is the active acknowledgement of value. (Gingerich
2015) Engagement is the most important measurement. The engagement rate means
the percentage of the people who saw a post that liked, shared, clicked or commented
on it. You want people to see the Facebook posts, but more importantly to engage with
it, because then they are also more likely to see them again.
The engagement, such as someone posting a comment, joining a discussion or
sharing a post with their Facebook friends, shows that someone feels strongly enough
to do something about it. This metric of engagement doesn’t just keep track of how
many people have something to say about a particular update, but also how many
people click-through on a link to the original site. This is the ultimate goal of many

businesses – to get people interested in the discussions and conversations taking place
on the social networking site. (Gingerich 2015)

6.2.3 Organic reach
What exactly is organic reach and how to improve it? Facebook itself defines organic
reach as the total number of unique people who were shown your post through unpaid
distribution. There was a big outrage in the beginning of this year 2015, when
Facebook announced that they were ”cleaning up” peoples News Feeds from ”content
that was perceived as too promotional”. As of January 2015, Facebook has made
changes to what kind of content people will see on their News Feed in the future. This
is what they said on their Facebook for Business-site; “as part of an ongoing survey,
we asked hundreds of thousands of people how they feel about the content in their
News Feeds. People told us they wanted to see more stories from friends and Pages
they care about, and less promotional content. – Now we’re bringing new volume and
content controls for promotional posts, so people see more of what they want from
Pages.” (Facebook for Business 2015). Essentially what they are saying is, if people
don’t engage with your content, nobody in the near future will see it (unless you
promote it). This means that Facebook has also recognized the need for content
marketing, because people have become more demanding in the content that they
consume online.

6.3 How to use Facebook insights?
Facebook Insights is Facebooks own analytics tracking tool that saves and analyzes
actions happening on your company’s Facebook page and then translates it into simple
charts and tables.

Picture 4. The view of Pirjon’s Facebook insights tool front page 23.07.2015
The Facebook Insights tool measures many things happening on your company’s
Facebook page, such as the page likes, the post reach, when are your fans online, what
has been the reaction to your posts (likes, comments, shares, post clicks), and the
demographic of your audience. Tracking Insights data as a percentage of week-overweek change, gives the content creators the agility to sustain long-term growth in all
areas. (Riggs, 2011) It is better to track your insights data week-to-week than monthto-month, because that way you can adjust your strategy accordingly, if you notice that
something is not working or if something is getting much more attention than you
thought it will.

6.4 Measuring Facebook ROI
Facebook ROI is a bit different than that of traditional online marketing like Google
AdWords. Because of the direct revenue generated from each click, the ROI from
AdWords is easier determined than from Facebook. Although Facebook can also give
such direct returns through its Ad platform, but it can also give returns such as leads
and customer testimonials at the fraction of the cost. Customer testimonials or
customer recommendations are an important form of Facebook ROI. When one of your

fans shares, comments on or likes one of your Facebook Posts, these interactions show
up in their friends News Feeds and not only introduce your business to them, but act
as a social recommendation from their friend. This is far more powerful than a simple
ad, because people care about what their friends think and do, not what a business
wants to sell them. If a person’s friend is talking about an experience that involves
your business, it’s a story with personal interest (Steeves n.d.) and that person will
more likely get interested in you company as well. More than 80 percent of purchasing
decisions are still made on the basis of recommendations from friends and family.
(Sounio 2010, 41) So if you get people to engage in your Facebook content, it will
spread your posts and give them more visibility on Facebook (reach). Those Facebook
posts will act as social recommendations, which will hopefully increase the company's
positive image, make people trust your brand and ultimately make them want to buy
your product.

THE FACEBOOK CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGY IN
ACTION

7.1 The idea
Because Pirjo Malmivaara, the CEO of Pirjon Pakari Oy, wanted to expand their social
media marketing and visibility online, it was decided that this case study should focus
on the social media marketing of Pirjon on Facebook utilizing content marketing
theory. The main goal was to increase overall visibility online and to get people
engaged with their content and eventually exposed more often to their brand. To be
successful on social media you have to create content that creates value for your
customers or engages them in some way to consume your content. Because social
media, and in particular Facebook, is a medium where the customer can themselves
decide whether or not to see or spread your content by liking your page, or engaging
with your posts (liking, sharing, commenting), you have to create content that will
engage them.

The idea was that Pirjon Pakari Oy should post weekly recipes to their Facebook page,
where their bread is one of the ingredients in the recipe or goes well with the recipe.
This is an old idea in the food industry, to make sponsored recipes, but few companies
are doing it on their Facebook pages. Also part of the idea was to create beautiful
visuals of the food, because on Facebook people respond better to posts with pictures,
because visual content drives engagement. In fact, just one month after the introduction
of Facebook timeline for brands, visual content -- photos and videos -- saw a 65%
increase in engagement. (Simply Measured: The Impact of Facebook Timeline for
Brands 2012) Also on Facebook, photos perform best for likes, comments, and shares
as compared to text, video, and links. (Dan Zarella: How to Get More Likes,
Comments and Shares on Facebook 2012)

7.2 Defining the target market and themes
Pirjon Pakari Oy is a Finnish bakery baking normal and gluten free bread and baked
goods. They are targeting customers that are Finnish, live in areas where Pirjon bread
is sold in stores, and buy and consume bread in its many shapes and forms. Some of
them may have celiac disease or don’t eat gluten for health purposes and they should
be targeted with “Maistikas” posts (Pirjon Pakari Oy’s gluten free brand).
The theme of every Facebook posts should be the same as Pirjon’s brand, traditional,
but with a modern twist. The recipes should be kind of “everyday food”, nothing
gourmet or too complicated. The pictures should look professional like, with good
quality. When editing the pictures, you need to remember that, if you upload a
landscape (horizontal) image on Facebook, it will be scaled to 470px wide. (Coleman
2015)

Also when editing the photos, the color saturation should always be increased to make
the colors brighter and make it look modern, fun and full of life, because images with
highly saturated colors also help the creative stand out against Facenook’s white
background. (Steeves n.d, 7) Also in every picture the “Pirjon” logo should be clearly
visible or added to some corner of the photo to display the brand.

7.3 Editorial calendar
The idea was, that this implementation of the Facebook content marketing strategy of
this case study would last 8 weeks and the first Facebook post will be published on
17.06.2015 and the last on 05.08.2015. There would be 8 recipes and pictures posted
weekly, at the same time every week, when most of their customers were active on
Facebook, and to create a consistent schedule that the customers could count on and
anticipate. Consistency on Facebook is key. For example, you could post new product
announcements on the same day every week so fans know what to expect and can look
forward to hearing from you. (Steeves n.d, 14)

On Facebook, the best time for posting is in the afternoon between 13.00 and 16.00.
In this period the click-through rate is at its highest. Facebook is used the most on
Wednesdays at 15.00. It is not worth publishing on Facebook on the weekends before
8:00 am and after 20:00 in the evening. In such cases, the usage is minimal. (Harju
2014)

Here is an example of the editorial calendar for this project:

Picture 6. Pirjon Pakari social media editorial calendar.
In the editorial calendar you can see the publishing date, time, channel and what kind
of content should be published. This editorial calendar in picture 6. is an example of
what kind of calendar I used to manage the posts.

7.4 The Facebook content marketing strategy implementation
Every week – for eight weeks – there will be a different recipe with a picture posted
on the Pirjon Facebook page. Next there are screen captured pictures of all of the posts
with some of the Facebook Insights statistics on the right side of the photo, copied here
to get a better understanding of what the posted content finally looked like. All of the
photos were taken by me, Pauliina Lehtikangas.

Picture 7. Week 1 - Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Sillihyve”.

Picture 8. Week 2 - Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Grillihampurilainen”

Picture 9. Week 3 - Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Grilliritarit”.

Picture 10. Week 4 - Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Raparperihillo”.

Picture 11. Week 5 – Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Pestoleipä”.

Picture 12. Week 6 – Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Pizzasämpylä”.

Picture 13. Week 7 – Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Kunnon leipä”.

Picture 14. Week 8 – Facebook post. Picture of the recipe called “Mustikkakardemumma hillo”.
All of the posts were made to be somehow topical with the upcoming holidays or
events. For example to celebrate the Finnish midsummer or a picnic themed post in
the week of Pori Jazz Festival (which is famous for its picnic concerts), or other recipes
from ingredients that were in season that time. The bread that is being promoted is also
visible in all of the pictures as well as the bag that it is sold in, so that it would be easier
for people to recognize the brand in store in order to influence the purchasing decision.

The posts that got the best response were in week 5 and 6. In week 5 over a thousand
people saw the post, which is really good visibility for a Facebook page with a little
over 300 fans. It engaged 119 people to respond to it somehow, by liking, commenting,
sharing or clicking on it. On week 6 almost a thousand people saw the post and 111
people engaged with it. This could be the result of many things, but when comparing
the differences to the other posts, you can see some differences. For example in week
5 the picture was taken outside with nature on its background and in week 6 the recipe
was more innovative, that people may not have even discovered it themselves. So these
same tactics could be tried next time, if it would result in the same kind of engagement.

ANALYSING RESULTS

8.1 About analyzing
The purpose of data analysis is to explain and then convert the data into a concept that
describes the phenomenon or people’s attitudes and views. (Kawulich, 2004)
This analysis will be conducted from the primary data gathered from the Pirjon
Facebook page Insights tool. Because the goal of this case study was to learn how to
gain more visibility for Pirjon Pakari Oy on Facebook and to engage their current and
new customers with great content, the metrics that need to be measured and analyzed
in this case are the increase in new page likes, total post reach, engagement and
engagement rate. These metrics will be analyzed and evaluated in order to determine
on how the case study goal has been achieved.

8.2 Facebook Insights results
This Facebook Insights data that is being analyzed in this case study was measured
weekly, which means the total number of the accumulated data during every week is
calculated at the end of each week to get the results for that week. That way you can
easily see the differences between each week. Data from all of the following figures is
taken from the time period 15.6 - 5.8.2015 and from the Pirjon Facebook page Insights.
The engagement and reach will be compared with the averages of the 8 previous posts
posted on the Pirjon Facebook page before the start of this project. This data was
gathered from the time period 5.8.-22.9.2014.

First to be analyzed is the metric of total page likes. Total page likes means the total
unique number of people who have likes your company’s Facebook page. The goal
was set in the beginning to 10 new likes per week, which was a bit too optimistic of
an assumption.

Total number of people who have liked the Pirjon
Facebook page
360
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340
330
320
310

309

315

344

346

349

351

351

318

Week 3 01.07

Week 4 08.07

Week 5 15.07

Week 6 22.07

Week 7 29.07

Week 8 05.08

300
290
280
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Figure 4. The total number of people that have liked the Pirjon Facebook page during
15.6. – 5.8.2015
In the beginning of this project on 15.06.2015 Pirjon Facebook page had 309 likes and
after eight weeks on 05.08.2015, they had 351 page likes. During these 8 weeks the
page likes increased by 42 people, which is an average of 5.25 people per week. That
is still a 13.6 % increase in Pirjon Facebook page likes from beginning of the project
to the end, which is a good percentage. As explained earlier, the number of people who
click the “Like” button on your page and agree to receive updates from your Facebook
page in their news feed won’t see all your updates anymore. Facebook has been
making sure that peoples News Feeds aren’t cluttered with uninteresting content, but
content that actually interests them and engages them, so in that sense the page likes
isn’t the most important metric to follow, because that doesn’t even guarantee that
people will see your content. In this case study we have to focus on the engagement,
because that’s what affects the total reach of the Facebook post and how many people
actually even see your posts.

Next to be analyzed is engagement and engagement rate. Engagement means how
many people clicked on your post and also how many liked, commented or shared it.

The engagement rate means the percentage of the people who saw your post that liked,
shared, clicked or commented on it.

Correlation between Engagement (post clicks &
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Figure 5. The correlation between engagement and the engagement rate.
There is a correlation between these two measurements, engagement and the
engagement rate, because of how the engagement affects the total reach, which in turn
affects the engagement rate. It was important to get the engagement on the posts as
high as possible, because that’s when you get the most reach and most visibility for
your posts. The engagement rate during these eight weeks varied from 5% to 9%,
which is a good percentage for this size fan page. A crucial factor for finding the right
engagement rate for your Page is its size and how often you post. A small Page – for
example, a local restaurant that posts daily specials and food reviews – might have a
more dedicated, close knit group of followers than, say, a massive global brand with
millions of fans. (Guglielmelli 2014) So for 350 fans an engagement rate of an average
of 7% is good. Because of the massive increase in post reach, the engagement rate did
not increase compared to older posts from the Pirjon Facebook page. The average
engagement rate for the last 8 posts posted on their Facebook page was 11%. But the
number of people engaged increased. Before it was an average of 28 people per post,

and now it is an average of 80 people per post. That in a 186% increase in the number
of engaged people.

Finally to be analyzed is the metric of total reach. In Facebook Insights total reach
means the number of unique people how have seen your company’s Facebook post. It
can consist of fans (people that have liked your company’s Facebook page) and nonfans.

Total reach of the Pirjon Facebook page posts divided by
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Figure 6. The total reach of the Pirjon Facebook posts divided by fans and non-fans.
The total reach is mainly constructed from non-fans views, which means the Facebook
friends or your company’s fans that have engaged with your content and therefore have
spread it on their friends News Feeds. If the Pirjon Facebook page has about 300-350
fans, you can see that almost half of them have not been reached. Only an average of
187 fans have seen the posts and an average 526 non-fans have been reached. That’s
why, if you want the biggest visibility for your posts, you need to increase the
engagement, so that more of your fans Facebook friends see your posts.

If you compare figures 6 and 7, you can see that there is kind of a same pattern through
the weeks. In week 3 both of the go a little down and in week 5 both go up again. The
most popular Facebook post during these eight weeks got a total reach of 1001 people.
That is extremely good for a Facebook page of this size. That same post got also the
most clicks, likes, comments and shares. The average reach on the Pirjon Facebook

page also increased massively. The average reach during these 8 weeks was 706. The
average reach of the last 8 posts posted on the Pirjon Facebook page before this project
was 155. The average reach has increased by 355%. Because the engagement was
managed to be increased in each of the posts, that resulted in more reach, because
engagement increases reach. So in this case engagement is the cause, and reach is the
effect.

SUMMARY

The goal of this case study was to learn how to increase the brand visibility and overall
visibility on Facebook for Pirjon Pakari Oy. This was done by engaging their current
and new customers with great content. After implementing the Facebook content
marketing strategy that was made, the visibility of Pirjon Facebook page was tripled,
because the average reach increased 355% from before. Also the amount of people
engaged with their content increased by 186% and the fan base increased by 13.6 %.
The goal of this case study was achieved and in some parts exceeded.

There were also some limitations with the data analysis in this thesis. When deciding
to use Facebook Insights analytics tool, there are limitations to what kind of data you
can gather with it. It does not show for example how much has sales of the product
increased or customer satisfaction or measure brand awareness. The last two examples
could have been figured out with a questionnaire, but the time limit was not enough
for this bachelor’s thesis. Increase in sales could have been measured from the data
gathered by the company, but the impact of social media marketing on sales is more
complicated to prove, because there are also other variables that effect on sales.

Overall, the outcome of this thesis shows that this Facebook content marketing strategy
could be continued with great success.
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